




über mir kegeln sie, unten
schreinern und sägen sie,
diese harmlosen Bastler.

.
jaw of fire 

what else.

    what else jaw 
of element, 
mouth of apartment

it no matter how.
you may turn out to just be a dot of light
associated with depression in someone's eyelid,
what you do see is weather 
trembling in trees
through wind-up

powdered ground caking the 
[..]
to remind art you are a surrounded 
 rat 
dancing on an appointment 



    to rebury

    a large 
haribo beethoven head.

.
well what else

- in a rest area, an area leftover - 
safe for no reason
in an arrest growth with no edges and it isn't a forest when i sleep
i work so i can dance while i generate
...the canal 
.
tinkles on a rigid, 
flowy eyeball
where friendly carpenters of friends who raid 
the hotel apart, they would not
 exactly stop if the sun was 

don't they look gone

stuffed flats across his gums,
salami made from the sun

a    grey milkshake of    

..
hands, blue 

ghosts

retreating 



in a floor-cup    

over that is based on nothing

.
not a forest, no edge, 
asked to pay to leave,
    blown up like a tree that's like a dog.
melted clouds

 an amorphous 
sparrow pecking 
downhill
in gardens of the temple of gack
where powdered skin gathers on the ikea runes

    what is inside the edge of the forest?
leaf mould 

    the lid to valhalla
 screens of grass and needles

flips

    you try to remember some filth 
– Runes 

    angels 



full of drugs and chips 
green shreds that feel good

their vacuumed plinth

    grinding by at the truck 

    becoming of ham 

.
Detection day, 
shaves its cranes
to fear the right virus to be fine
Lion
 seal the old cask with a hammer

encased in the lash

to thrash-fulfill 

desire to relax with a helicopter

in who 

ö

call the offspring 
rolls,
water hands on lettuce 



mouth,
water getting smarter.

the sweet summer air
chips everywhere, as we are poured on the nails of fate

teeth don't get bored on their own
belong
as in to
a god.
a god 
punching us with the doors.
     have the letters in.
airlock of despair.
halve your time to bits

where's the kid 
who enjoyed the thing.
become a but
    like a person. endable. 
it's today you turn always,

to writhe, freely again in the change 
preparing the plummeting 
while still happening.
baby, hardening on a spectrum with beginning but no end,
modular node-i, if tired of relational essence, cry with tooth,
for the addon which reaches heaven.
that leaves hugging
  the dolphin, 
the one who works for the army and agrees with us,
yet the shark is the one reviled, 



the decency continues,

but how.

don't understand, still don't,

continue.
how plane stays in air.
toward endless sections of dan brown 
hanging upside down
3hrs a day for ideas.
people come in 
pinned or shattered.
this twisted tastes flipped
from inside the poured.
this is 
the biggest
with a stick.
if you think you know it ...
cannabis too?
how to bestirre our stumps,
a sailor's hollow brain,

mashed future, 
& fried fish 
(dead-first.)

.

.



I'm so afraid all the time
I might not be able to reset myself.

after all that the blobs of you see,
a wasp that smells like nothing:
that's the feeling we have 
 seeing them coming.
back then our 2000 minds 
were so fresh, they may still explode 
when jumped on but now, I love when, 
bike vs. car,
improvement bands put their kids on tracks
and decimated assurances can still form 
a helmet... if only
to keep the face and senses from flying out...
I feel this would help me break my life 
down into small bite size pieces instead of...even if 
it was all for a mere countdown,
and the arm in the garden drawn in 
broken by an uncleish, beefy jolliness 
to a sound that is that of scissors thru life...

the fingers on the key must be flaked away -
rather than teaching you lies and feelgood nonsense - 
and keys themselves, within, flattened little nails 
pulling at invisible pot

and so, within just 10 years, I had achieved
a question of being nearly totally mined,
turning to fingers, throttling on useless, locked
according to my purpose-bereft Dan 



Brown, his hair pointing downwards
from upstairs, ankles rattling 
hasps on loops for the idea

of an amusement that files and blunts
god from coarsely-ground me
me photos and me clothes
hadn't slept, could you.
as for the phone its must
you face nature was a rat
lab's window still, a pocket 
bear attacking the combat rolled 
up in a wiener occam swirl
in the finger of the world,
wrist down to an ocean of coolness,
rigidly butting, perfect over flat forever,
homing yet, or as long as until,
no longer light, no longer either,
except "Heaven" and "Old tapes",
swapped for each other.
the big adventure the weird tacks
had gone on together seemed over.
the wings were for all that is easy, the rocks 
of night were up in the clouds, directly
to incinerate its pelt of crap,
the panic filed along under the housing's lips
dicing salad for human storage, the blades
 the gyre plays with on the gauge
gurgled blurrily, out of the efficient wigs
of its pure doubling
well, in which an exaggerated 
surf deathmatched, but 



to need really.
the gyroscope 
now plain now straight
with these living fuels
no holds brad with these 
alert meat petrols
bursting from their masks,
part of it again with sticks
that the laughter bounces
to regulate rage,
tyranny overalls,
intimate joystick,
rent in sneakers,
time with the sky,
slime with a tie,
aloof on the roof of things,
time-slurry blurred into a delicious bun,
bloodlust twitching play and keep
now I see yes, I think,
it came out as this planetness 
of rocks next to the unlit prefix
next to the emergency dessert 
- a laughter to share 
and collaborate on cerberus 
next to a sharp 
 through each swimmer
tries feeling constant
to know where I am feeling
in the dome
 of the coping mechanism

make yourself a deal 



standing on the tines of a fork doing laps.

.
 tinned skeleton

the slices cone in 

the afternoon 

a haunted cube

the toned solid

spread its eating out over entire day

but tapered off towards those the evening - 

when nothing else can be done to the path

with them, their only set.

some to wake up or else

some
to the events in which they

 laugh at food,
some to have  them 

eaten as a person by an objective service. some

into their novel, 



 removing beaks in plasma jail,

but time yet itself, yet plasma jail,

the while that preferred 

to have been masked

then
 is polyamory 
really
 incompatible 
with dogs learning phone numbers
now       we no longer need to, 
but it looked right

what secret lay
sang blinking in these
splinters of c'mon,

were the shards of light

the screen of touching people.
in the public pyramid
that the whirling USB
-cablegoat.
his horns thrash
"ha ha ha, 
you work  to powder we enjoy 

series".



    for all things are undecided. 

    housing, because 
it's arousing.
 summer, for the strangers
    the lies know this. 
We came slowly. The sea on a chain. No paper. 

we know what we are capable of
in a labyrinth of availability.
we don't know where they come from
and want to keep doing it to them.
you will find 
they have less & less power 
as the book becomes longer & crazier. 

my maintained
touch of still skull (through
facial head back then), a hard ball
in an ikea-bag-like tarp,  the guts yet warm,
that tremble only to touch.
no basement people, sewn to my tongue,
were eternally harmed by the stuff
i abandoned, floating through rinds of light
to a place where the moon can't sign your form.
the silent influences
on the violence of a closed face
eating. craig was a human supervisor.
we came slowly - at times like a sneeze
that included us - at times insulted to be opened itself,
take that, coke.
spit on a stick & empty white foam cup



nothing, yet fucked.

we could 
stay wherever 
sharing food until gone.
eyes' mailless quiet
waaaa 
of agents in the sky
the secret lake.
what someone would say
disguised as what someone said.
green brain of life
waste on the living.

grey scunge described. alive ,
then 

fly, in the shape of the legs

moan 

round the hand

here  
many jokes have normal job

 satisfaction, qualified success,
and are considered intuitive by peers



until someone tells them
and they end up in our world,

people look like .

they are winter , 
demented exciting
i take my orders from 
the past, 
that pest. moving without words.

an entropy watch in your
stars.

a day, useless 
by 9 a.m.'s mixed 
glitters, cleaning our growth
on a raft of permits
w those, who are about to be 
juggling forever
in an airlock with a nasty vibe

   well,

    distant planet

the size of a house



nature mistakes
for this

cuteness is falling
when you finish
 like a magenta magnet
on heads that are like,

moorhenned 
to an extinct
banana poster smell;

   then you meet some chairs.

a dense morning 

of bio devourment

art's rubik swatches
force on through buildings, 
life via 

rooms

the light once it became a wall

    Touching each other
    in a likely crater 
of 
 pine, a petrol hexagon — 
flat



once my platform 
i began to consider the kind of love
pervaded by rat-race avoidance
and occasionally raided by a god
and wait -
    a head is only all plus forever above ... 
    you are at never level 
youpuss, needpuss, 
shard friends at never level
    who are more that awful something
    of a moon-landing done in maggots 
    here who lived 
as a smell's you too,
a gas's you as well,
will be a whip once, 
    That's what I thought.
we
    were followed ... 
    Dead Cow Boy Boot Poet compensated 
with amusing anecdotes about 
    kissed. interview.
    particles, 
    I echo in my hall, my mall,
all,
 as role-paper 
    where the relief is heart, 
shaped over the arm's 
    made: it 
    as dog on my drone curtain
texture experienced



yet enough.
gulp the ham pool without drowning
while you listen
to Rob's new commercial for then "a forest's edge
ahead of time,
and, that 
is still detectable..."
to e the vast european
kidney rack and searchable maggot
everything, chills,
sit with it where you need a ticket
 talk,  hard flowy wasps,
 chip mooded destroyers, or at least 
and am, under a few enormous
just as we are.
Lion steam 
is rising; where is 
mesmeric Will to see it?
the tool-wielders begin to expand 
on their theories of why we are tired
and scoring our little legs out.
teeth must be seen also —
to be administeething

the hud we inhabit 
in a nest near the cage tells us,
which des finds no grounds for panic,
smooth the dust and he thinks on it.
Dragon's latest commercial
is very good and has no end to it.
but nothing can make us like him!
the xenoteds and their nodal war-bachelors



smoke all backup,
a scaly contrail disappears
_____________
outlined against fire
I don't know anyone 
puke chaff.
the only two left are variously insect 
and man. the structure of the food
diseases my much larger stomach.
it's no longer a joke once the past is glowing.
I stung my hard forest in their shit old van.

in the emptily shadowed trees
ash and fall through the great moby
$%& =?= )(&%$%& /()=?=) (/& %&/() =ßc
leaning into the outdoor ed
gusty. instincts printed
the sides. next to any,
I felt squashed. that's why.
printed with some of you — gone.
no moon, no manger.
tumbleweed spasms
as the the axiom stragglers
try to mop.
you saw first, while the band was 
not yet— gont. in and out of place,
any is hideous, moving
drinking being whole
into without memory ...
that if I stole, wouldn't appetite
just feel
from a meat of noise 



in bed right now
peeled out of an eye
pointing nowhere.

cant turn this universe around.

sometimes of course I long
In the wind, and lift up
the one they cook for death in, 
in world-range,
for the time I could still blur my own fangs
onto a bizarre mint foam coo,
of course it was, above the big,
clear, last eyeball — and is no more
where I collapse, an afterwards
from weight of door-to-door
bib-ball-knot generation,
the branches conking out
in wind whipped up
as a big bag.

that home
in the selforganised he-man 
popup reality
is totally monitored.
who is high
with an interesting old person, 
who wills to wipe the dog between 
two ancient enemies?
so that one had ended up
life?
orgy of beams, radioactive



dog basket,
that's what I thought ...
life as a bin-liner for company
life as hair in a sea of Lego
loneliness
as a sort of cone.



laughing twists in our heart.

the snacks
harden at the back of the reductive universe.
So many good things.

I will propose your gateway thought
to mesmeric Will
some are you gone
truly

i'll soon be with the nonagons
hair that is slicked back
and red arrows that direct where to put things
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